NETWORK OF CORRUPTION:
the CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL, the WORLD HEALTH ORG and BIGPHARMA
Unfortunately it is very profitable for the drug industry to get the medical profession to promote vaccines to the general
population. Drug companies are corporations and they do not have a duty to "do no harm". Their only duty is to make
money and "mitigate" any liability the company might be forced to deal with in a court of law. It is important the public
doesn't forget this as it is very unlikely your physician or anyone who works for public health will remind you of this
reality.
Here are the major signs of government and/or medical industry corruption:
1. Fraud and/or Misrepresentation
2. Conflict of interest
3. Bribery
4. Lack of transparency (concealment or deception)
Central Figure in CDC Vaccine
Cover-Up Absconds With $2M
Robert Kennedy Jr, Huffington Post
March 11, 2010
A central figure behind the Center for
Disease Control's (CDC) claims
disputing the link between vaccines
and autism and other neurological
disorders has disappeared after
officials discovered massive fraud
involving the theft of millions in
taxpayer dollars. Danish police are
investigating Dr. Poul Thorsen, who
has vanished along with almost $2
million that he had supposedly spent
on research.
Thorsen was a leading member of a
Danish research group that wrote
several key studies supporting CDC's
claims that the MMR vaccine and
mercury-laden vaccines were safe for
children.
Read entire article at:
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/robert
-f-kennedy-jr/central-figure-in-cdcvac_b_494303.html?view=print
PharmaMedia to Squelch EU
Council's Secret Investigation into
H1N1 Vaccine Fraud
by Sherri Kane, Rense.com
January 23, 2010
The Parliamentary Assembly of the
Council of Europe (PACE) will hold a
secret hearing next week into the
apparent manipulation by BigPharma
of the World Health Organization's
(WHO) global H1N1 flu campaign.

5. Manipulated (or omitted) scientific studies
6. Propaganda ('spinning' the facts to conceal the truth)
disseminated by the corporate mainstream media!!

The
PACE
hearing
currently
advancing was prompted by Dr.
Wolfgang Wodarg, chief of health in
the Council of Europe representing 47
countries. This inquiry will address
the drug cartel's "false flag" pandemic,
and the WHO's scandalous promotions of swine flu vaccinations that
were "fast tracked," inadequately
tested, and now causing more harm
than good.
Read entire article at:
http://www.rense.com/general89/phar
m.htm
Drug firms 'drove swine flu
pandemic warning to recoup
£billions spent on research'
MailOnline
January 18, 2010
Drug companies manipulated the
World Health Organisation into
downgrading its definition of a
pandemic so they could cash in on a
swine flu outbreak, it is claimed.
Critics said the decision was driven by
pharmaceutical companies desperate
to recoup the billions of pounds they
had invested in researching and
developing pandemic vaccines after
the bird flu scares in 2006 and 2007.
Read entire article at:
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/artic
le-1246370/Drug-firms-drove-swineflu-pandemic-warning-recoupbillions-spent-research.html
Doctors Poisoned by Medical-Media
Monopoly
by Dr. Len Horowitz, Rense.com

January 16, 2010
European Council officials investigating vaccine industry corruption and
media frights that prompted governments worldwide to over-stock risky
H1N1 vaccines and expensive drugs
for the unusually mild "2009 swine flu
pandemic" have a Special Reportonline in Medical Veritas to consider.
Vast corruption of medicine is adhealth science publications according
to the authors who indict The Lancet-an esteemed medical journal--and
other Reed-Elsevier periodicals for
gross conflicting interests.
Read entire article at:
http://www.rense.com/general89/hor.h
tm
More than half the experts fighting
the 'pandemic' have ties to drug
firms
By Fiona Macrae and Sophie Borland,
MailOnline
January 14, 2010
More than half the scientists on the
swine flu taskforce advising the
Government have ties to drug
companies.
Many have declared interests in
Glaxo-SmithKline, the vaccine maker
expected to be the biggest beneficiary
of the pandemic.
Read entire article at:
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/artic
le-1243034/Swine-flu-taskforceslinks-vaccine-giant-More-half-

experts-fighting-pandemic-ties-drugfirms.html
WHO Scientists Corruption
Scandals Appear Endemic
by William Engdahl, Rense.com
1-11-10
The scientist perhaps most influential
in the vaccine decisions of WHO
since the outbreak of SARS in Asia
and Avian Flu several years ago is
Holland's Professor Albert Osterhaus.
Known as 'Mr Flu' . . . , Osterhaus lost
his shine recently when the Dutch
Parliament was forced to investigate
Osterhaus' ties to the pharma industry.

You've heard it before, how the
pharmaceutical industry has a giant
"revolving door" through which
corporations and government agencies
frequently exchange key employees.
That reality was driven home in a
huge way today when news broke that
Dr. Julie Gerberding, who headed the
CDC from 2002 through 2009, landed
a top job with Merck, one of the
largest drug companies in the world.
Her job there? She's the new president
of the vaccine division.
Read entire article at:
http://www.naturalnews.com/027789_
Dr_Julie_Gerberding_Merck.html

Not only is Osterhaus the connecting
person in an international network that
has been described as the Pharma
Mafia, he is THE key advisor to
WHO on influenza and is intimately
positioned to personally profit from
the billions of euros in vaccines
allegedly aimed at H1N1.
Read entire article at:
http://www.rense.com/general89/2o.ht
m

Advisers on Vaccines Often Have
Conflicts, Report Says
by Gardner Harris, New York Times
December 18, 2010

Drug Firms Cashed in on Scare
Over Swine Flu
by Fiona McCrae, MailOnline
1-11-10

Most of the experts who served on
advisory panels in 2007 to evaluate
vaccines for flu and cervical cancer
had potential conflicts that were never
resolved, the report said. Some were
[even] legally barred from considering
the issues but did so anyway.
Read entire article at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/12/18/
health/policy/18cdc.html?_r=3

Dr Wodarg said: 'In order to promote
their patented drugs and vaccines
against flu, pharmaceutical companies
have influenced scientists and official
agencies, responsible for public health
standards, to alarm governments
worldwide."
"They have . . . needlessly exposed
millions of healthy people to the risk
of
unknown
side-effects
of
insufficiently tested vaccines."
Read entire article at:
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/artic
le-1242147/The-false-pandemicDrug-firms-cashed-scare-swine-fluclaims-Euro-health-chief.html
Former Head of CDC Lands
Lucrative Job as President of
Merck Vaccine Division
by Mike Adams, NaturalNews.com
12-22-09

A new report finds that the Centers for
Disease Control did a poor job of
screening medical experts for
financial conflicts when it hired them
to advise the agency on vaccine
safety, officials said Thursday.

Federal agencies continue to deceive
Americans
by Richard Gale and Dr. Gary Null,
GlobalResearch.CA
11-13-09
For our government health officials at
the Centers for Disease Control
(CDC) and the Department of Health
and Human Services (HHS), vaccines
have been baptized safe and,
therefore, there is no reason for
further debate.
When put to the test, a meticulous
review of the scientific literature finds
that virtually all of the Federal health

agencies assumptions are held in
error.
Furthermore, we are shocked that the
CDC, FDA and HHS, with all of their
resources, refuse to take into
consideration the large body of
clinical evidence that contradicts their
biased vaccine policies. Our review of
the scientific literature is at two levels.
First, there is a direct relationship
between vaccination and Autism
Spectrum Disorders (ASD). This
evidence, as we shall see, was taken
under oath during a three year
Congressional investigation, which
clearly shows that Federal health
officials were complicit in covering
up the associations between vaccines
and neurological damage.
Read entire article at:
http://www.globalresearch.ca/index.p
hp?context=va&aid=16061
Time for CDC to Come Clean
Robert Kennedy, Jr, Huffington Post
March 1, 2006
Correspondence newly obtained under
the Freedom of Information Act raises
troubling new questions about CDC's
role in the Thimerosal scandal.
Thimerosal is the mercury-based
vaccine preservative that has been
linked to epidemics of neurological
disorders, including autism, in
American children born after 1989.
Responding to scientific studies
linking dangerous levels of mercury to
a range of health disorders, the CDC
in July 1999 recommended that the
nation's vaccine makers eliminate
Thimerosal as a pre-servative, "as
soon as possible."
Read entire article:
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/robert
-f-kennedy-jr/time-for-cdc-to-comeclea_b_16550.html

For more information,
see "Corruption"
at www.forohioans.com

